High-entropy alloys are made from random mixtures of principal elements on simple lattices, stabilized by a high mixing entropy. The recently discovered BCC Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti high entropy alloy superconductor appears to display properties of both simple crystalline intermetallics and amorphous materials, e.g. it has a well defined superconducting transition along with an exceptional robustness against disorder. Here we show that the valence-electron count dependence of the superconducting transition temperature in the high entropy alloy falls between those of analogous simple solid solutions and amorphous materials, and test the effect of alloy complexity on the superconductivity. We propose high-entropy alloys as excellent intermediate systems for studying superconductivity as it evolves between crystalline and amorphous materials.
INTRODUCTION
Alloys are among the most relevant materials for modern technologies. Conventional alloys typically consist of one principal element, such as the iron in steel, plus one or more dopant elements in small proportion (e.g. carbon in the case of steel) that enhance a certain property of interest; the properties are based on the modification of those of the principal element. In sharp contrast, high-entropy alloys (HEA) are comprised of multiple principal elements that are all present in major proportion, with the simple structures observed attributed to the high configurational entropy of the random mixing of the elements on their lattice sites [1] . Thus, the concept of a "principal element" becomes irrelevant. The elements in HEAs arrange on simple lattices with the atoms stochastically distributed on the crystallographic positions; HEAs are commonly referred to as metallic glasses on an ordered lattice (see figure 1(a) and (b)). The properties of HEAs arise as a result of the collective interactions of the randomly distributed constituents [2] . There is no strict definition, but HEAs are typically composed of four or more major elements in similar concentrations. By applying this concept, several new alloys with simple body-centered cubic (BCC), hexagonal-closest packing (HCP), or face-centered cubic (FCC) structures have been realized [2, 3] . The HEAs compete for thermodynamic stability with crystalline intermetallic phases with smaller numbers of elemental constituents [4] . Therefore, one central concept of designing these alloys is to understand the interplay between mixing entropy ∆S mixing and phase selection. Considering the large number of metals in the periodic table, the total number of possible HEA compositions is virtually unlimited.
In addition to their structural and chemical diversity, HEAs can display novel, highly-tunable properties such as for example excellent specific strength [5, 6] , superior mechanical performance at high temperatures [7] , and fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures [8, 9] , making them promising candidates for new applications. Simple niobium-titanium based binary alloys are nowadays still the most often and widely used materials for superconducting magnets, such as e.g. in NMR and MRI devices [10] or the Large Hardron Collider [11] , and thus the discovery of bulk superconductivity with a single well defined phase transition on a highly disordered BCC lattice in the Nb-Ti related Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA is of considerable interest [12, 13] . This multicomponent phase, stabilized by the high mixing entropy, appears to fall between an ordered solid and a glass, and thus allows for study of the chemical composition and structure-property relations of a superconducting material part-way between an ordinary alloy and an amorphous material on a fundamental level. Here, we report the results of our investigations of the influence of electron count and alloy complexity on superconductivity in the Ta-Nb-Hf-Zr-Ti HEA.
We find that the variation in superconducting transition temperature with electron count is intermediate to those displayed by simple alloys and amorphous materials, and that the elemental make-up of the HEA superconductor is critical for determining its properties, in spite of the fact that the materials system is very highly disordered. In the inset, the Fourier-transformation of the observed real space image of the BCC structure, in the [111] zone, is shown.
EXPERIMENTAL
All samples were prepared from pieces of the pure metals. Stoichiometric amounts of niobium (purity 99.8 %), tantalum (purity 99.9 %), zirconium (purity 99.6 %) hafnium (purity 99.6 %), and titanium (purity 99.95 %) pieces were arc melted in high currents (T > 2500 • C) in an argon atmosphere, and rapidly cooled on a water-chilled copper plate.
A zirconium sponge was co-heated to purify the reaction atmosphere from remaining oxygen.
The samples were melted five times, and turned over each time to ensure optimal mixing of the constituents, the weight loss during melting was found to be insignificant. X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained from mechanically flattened pieces (in liquid nitrogen) of the very hard alloys, measured in a Bragg-Bretano reflection geometry. The patterns were obtained on a Bruker D8 Advance Eco with Cu K α radiation and a LynxEye-XE detector. The resistivity, magnetization and specific heat were studied using a Quantum Design
Physical Property Measurement System (PPMS) DynaCool with a 9 T magnet, equipped with a Vibrating Sample Magnetometer Option (VSM). For the resistivity measurements, a standard 4-probe technique was employed with 20 µm diameter platinum wires attached with silver epoxy. The applied current for these measurements was I = 2 mA. Specificheat measurements were performed with the Quantum Design heat-capacity option using a relaxation technique. Electron diffraction measurements were performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory on a JEOL ARM200F transmission electron microscope with double-Cs correctors.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The powder x-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the high-entropy alloys (HEAs) which were synthesized by arcmelting, can all be indexed with a simple BCC unit cell.
All prepared alloys fall within the definition for HEA compositions (see, e.g., reference 2), with no constituent element of less than 5 mol-% and/or more than 40 mol-%. In figure   1c , we show three representative XRD patterns of the members x = 0.3, 0.45, and 0.65.
The patterns are found to shift only slightly with composition. Therefore a shifting of the cell parameter a 0 is observed, but its change between the different HEAs is only minor.
All alloys are found to be single phase with broad reflections, which we attribute to both the high degree of disorder present in the HEAs and also the non-ideal diffraction sample preparation (the alloys are too hard to crush by our methods, and so fine particle size powders could not be made for the diffraction experiment). The observed unit cell change results from the large difference of atomic radii of the different constituent atoms. The unit cell parameter for the BCC lattice observed is found to vary from a 0 ≈ 3.33Å to 3.43Å
within the solid solution. The earlier reported cell parameter for variants of this Ta-NbHf-Zr-Ti HEA follow this trend accordingly [12, 14] . Thus the observed physical properties reported below are those of the bulk, since no impurity phases are observed. An earlier reported minor hexagonal phase impurity is not present in the samples of this study [14] .
In figure 2 , we show a representative high resolution transmission electron micro- The elemental metals in this pentinary superconducting HEA, when taken by themselves, order on either HCP and BCC lattices: while hafnium, zirconium, and titanium crystallize on a HCP lattice, niobium and tantalum crystallize on a BCC lattice at room temperature.
For conventional alloys between metals with a valence electron count (VEC) of 5 (niobium or tantalum) and with a VEC of 4 (titanium, zirconium, or hafnium) a structural transition from a HCP to BCC lattice is observed [15] with decreasing electron count. Due to their electron count, the HEAs prepared here with x = 0.8 and 0.84 would be expected to order on a HCP lattice. This polymorphic transition is, however, not observed in the HEA. The high entropy of the system therefore stabilizes the structure of this HEA preferentially on [ Temperature T (K) 
Electron-Count Dependence of the Superconductivity
In figure 3 , we show the zero-field cooled (ZFC) magnetization of the HEAs In figure 5a , we show the temperature dependent electrical resistivity ρ of the HEA
[TaNb] 1-x (ZrHfTi) x with x = 0.5 in a temperature range between T = 2 and 300 K. The resistivity at room temperature exhibits a value of ρ(300 K) ≈ 116 µΩcm. The resistivity is found to be metallic and decreasing linearly with decreasing temperature. The residual resistivity ratio (RRR), RRR = rho(300K)/rho(8K)) ≈ 1.1 is a low value, comparable to that observed for nonstoichiometric or highly disordered intermetallic compounds. The linear behavior of ρ(T ) is also a common behavior for highly disordered alloys, caused by the short lifetimes of the quasiparticles, which are scattered by the disorder and therefore
decohere. This kind of conductivity is generally referred to as "bad metal conductivity".
It is also found in strongly correlated materials such as the high T c -superconductors, and in transition metal systems, e.g. VO 2 [23, 24] . In the inset of figure 5a the magnetic field dependence of the resistivity in the vicinity of the superconducting phase transition is shown for the sample with x = 0.5, for magnetic fields between µ 0 H = 0 T to 9 T in 0.5 T steps.
The transition temperature T c is reduced with increasing field H. The superconductivity is at 9 T still observable above T = 2 K, indicating a high upper critical field µ 0 H c2 (0).
(The upper critical fields were determined by the 50 % criterion, i.e., the upper critical field µ 0 H c2 (T ) is defined by the temperature T at which 50 % of the normal-state resistivity is suppressed, as illustrated by the dashed line in figures 5a (see, e.g., references 25-27)). In figure 5b , the temperature dependence of the upper critical fields µ 0 H c2 (T ) of the HEAs for all five samples, respectively. These slopes are used to estimate the upper critical fields at zero temperature µ 0 H c2 (0) by applying the Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg (WHH) approximation in the dirty limit [28] , according to,
The obtained critical temperatures (from the resistivity measurements), the slopes of the upper critical fields The observed systematic change of µ 0 H c2 (0) does not, however, correlate with the atomic spin-orbit coupling, which does not change much in the series, and therefore a relationship between µ 0 H c2 (0)and the magnitude of spin orbit coupling cannot be established here.
The mixing entropy ∆S mixing can either be reduced by the method described above, or by the reduction of the number of constituent atoms of the alloy. We have prepared seven alloys for comparison, close to the optimal valence electron concentration of e/a(d-electron) = 4.7. These alloys are all found to randomly arrange on BCC lattices, as expected (see, In cr ea si ng m ix in g en tr op y HEAs. The error of the fit of the specific heat is given in brackets.
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Electron-Phonon Coupling in the HEA Superconductor
We have performed specific heat measurements on figure 7 , we show the temperature-dependent specific heat capacities in fields from µ 0 H = 0 T to 8 T in the vicinity of the superconducting phase transition of the three alloys. All three alloys display a single well defined transition, which is further evidence for the emergence of a single collective superconducting phase. The normal-state contribution has been fitted to the data at low temperatures (dotted lines) according to
with the Sommerfeld constant γ and β = 12π 4 nR/5Θ 3 D , where n is the number of atoms per formula unit, R = 8.31 J mol −1 K −1 is the gas constant, and Θ D the Debye temperature.
For comparability reasons the numbers of atoms per formula unit n was fixed to be one 
∆C/γT c ≈ 1.98
∆C/γT c ≈ 1.62 λ el−ph can be estimated using the approximated McMillan formula, which is based on the phonon spectrum of niobium [30, 31] and is valid for λ < 1.25 [32] :
The parameter µ * is the effective Coulomb repulsion which arises from Coulomb-coupling propagating much more rapidly than phonon-coupling. Here, we are using a value of µ * = 0.13, which is an average value used commonly for intermetallic superconductors (see, e.g., reference 33). Having the Sommerfeld parameter and the electron-phonon coupling, the noninteracting density of states at the Fermi energy can be calculated according to:
From the electronic low temperature specific heat data, we have estimated the value of the superconducting gap of all three compounds, according to
The obtained values for the electronic and phononic contributions to the superconductivity in HEAs are summarized in posed near structural instabilities, for example, the bismuth oxide superconductors [34, 35] , the tungsten bronzes [36] , and also many intermetallic superconductors [37, 38] . The superconducting HEA studied here offers the unique opportunity to investigate superconductivity on one of the three most fundamental crystal lattices stabilized by high-entropy mixing. For future work, it will be of interest to determine the electronic and phononic densities of states of these alloys in order to understand their interplay. Our results suggest that HEAs are versatile model systems for the investigation of structure-property relations, as well as for the understanding of the change of electronic properties, on going from crystalline to amorphous superconducting materials. 
